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Disclaimer

The views expressed are my own and do not necessarily reflect official positions of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, or the Federal Reserve System.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WelcomeTradeXratesEnvironment and Child LaborDisclaimer is to be taken seriously, I speak only for myself.  Sometimes not even that.   I make no pretense to objectivity.  Newspapers have to present both sides of the story.  Sometimes there is less to the other side of the story than you would imagine. Feel free to ask questions.  I am easily misunderstood.Topics are sensitive.  Won’t provide answers in most cases, only point out some things to think about. 
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Why Trade?

The Fundamentals of 
International Trade

Chris Neely

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This morning’s first session is on the Fundamentals of international trade. 
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Why Do We Trade?

Post-NAFTA Overview
Why Do We Trade? 
Who Trades?
What Is a Trade Deficit?
Do Trade Deficits Lead to Unemployment?  
Trade Negatives:  Inequality & Dislocations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What has happened with trade with Mexico since NAFTA?Reasons for trade.Who? Deficits? UnemploymentNegatives
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U.S. Trade 

 U.S. Trading Partners
1)  Canada

2) Japan

3) Mexico

Trade in billions of U.S. $
Exports Imports
134 157

68  115

57 73

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data reflect cumulative trade in goods from January 1996 to December 1996.Country Rank of U.S. Exports	Country Rank of U.S. Imports1. Canada	$134 bn		1. Canada 	$157 bn2. Japan	$ 68 bn		2. Japan	$115 bn3. Mexico	$ 57 bn		3. Mexico	$ 73 bn4. U.K.	$ 31 bn		4. China	$ 52 bn5. Korea	$ 27 bn		5. Germany	$ 39 bn6. Germany	$ 23 bn		6. Taiwan	$ 30 bn7. Taiwan	$ 18 bn		7.  U.K.	$ 29 bn8. Singapore	$ 17 bn		8.  Korea	$ 23 bn 9. Netherlands $ 17 bn		9.  Singapore 	$ 20 bn10. France	$ 14 bn		10. France	$ 19 bnUS has diverse trade.  Most is with Canada, much w/ Japan, Mexico is a small country, so less trade with Mexico than Canada.  Also much with Europe.
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U.S. Trade

 U.S. Imports
1) Autos and parts   $130 b
2) Computer Access. $ 55  b 
3) Crude Oil              $ 51 b

 U.S. Exports
1) Autos and parts     $ 64 b
2) Semiconductors    $ 36 b
3) Computer Access. $ 32 b 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Merchandise only - no servicesData reflect cumulative trade in goods from January 1996 to December 1996.U.S. Exports by group		U.S. Imports by group1. Autos and parts 	$ 64 b	1. Auto and parts	$131 b2. Semiconductors	$ 36 b	2. Computer Accessories	$ 55 b3. Computer Accessories	$ 32 b	3. Crude Oil		$ 51 b4. Telecommunications equip $ 20 b	4. Semiconductors	$ 36 b5. Electronic Apparatus	$ 18 b 	5. Apparel, household goods6. Industrial Machines, n.e.c.  $ 18 b 	            -cotton		$ 20 b7. Civilian Aircraft	$ 16 b 	6. Electronic Apparatus	$ 18 b8. Chemicals-organic	$ 13 b 	7. Apparel, textiles, nowool9. Computers		$ 11 b 	            or cotton	$ 17 b10. Medicinal Equipment	$ 11 b 	8. Toys/games/sporting goods $ 15 b			9. Telecommunications equip. $ 14 b			10. Industrial Machines, n.e.c. $ 13 bUS exports are those of an industrialized country.  Lots of intraindustry trade.  We also import a fair amount of commodities. 
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U.S. Trade Balance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Merchandise only  - no servicesU.S. Trade Balance and U.S.-Mexico Trade Balance as a percentage of U.S. GDP from 1976-1996.  Data represent cumulative annual measurements.Negative numbers indicate deficits as a % of GDP - best way to measure.Not cyclical pattern in US overall deficit.  Notice the pattern with Mexico.  Did NAFTA cause recent deficits?  No, Mexico’s recession did.Did NAFTA cause the recession?  No, mismanagement did.Read my article.  (Self-plug.)
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Why Do We Trade?
The Simple Story

Why do kids trade in the lunchroom?

They trade for what they want but don’t have.

How does this change when we add in production?

We trade for what we want and can’t produce as 

cheaply domestically.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we trade? Endowment economy - kids at lunch They trade to get something they want more than what they’ve got.  Both are better off - leaving nutrition aside. Production economy - specialize in what we do best.  Trade what we do well. Individual trade - we can specialize.  Example of the table I made.  Trade expands our income in two ways:  We can specialize in what we do relatively well and we can buy things more cheaply.Interstate trade - There are regional differences.  We trade with IL.  
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Reasons for Trade

Comparative Advantage

 Increasing Returns to Scale

 Increase Competition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classic reasons for trade:	Comparative advantage vs. Absolute Advantage		US and Costa Rica		This is the big one. 	IRS - Aircraft or ships		Best scale of production may be very big.		Explain intraindustry trade	Imperfect Competition, monopoly - automobiles, wine		There is much imperfect competition. 		Scale, patents, management skill. 		This is bad to some extent. 		Competition in autos for the big 3.		Explain intraindustry trade
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Comparative Advantage
Comparative advantage is not absolute advantage.  

Absolute advantage is the ability to do something 
more efficiently - with less labor or resources -
than another country.  

Comparative advantage is what you do relatively 
well - or less badly.   

– Bill Clinton has a comparative advantage in golf when 
compared to Michael Jordan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only concept in economics that is doubtless correct without being trivial. Tricky  concept.Clinton and Michael Jordan - golf and basketball.  Michael Jordan is better at both - he has an absolute advantage.  Bill Clinton is less bad at golf.   Painting a room with your 8-year old.  Who paints vs. who tapes?In the same sense the US may be absolutely more efficient in almost all products than Mexico - fewer labor hours.  The overall level of efficiency determines our wages. Each country specializing maximizes world output/income. Each country will be better off under some broad conditions. 
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Comparative Advantage

A country always has a comparative advantage in 
something.  It must. 

The United States tends to have a comparative 
advantage in industries intensive in skilled labor, 
land, and capital. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No country can fail to have a comparative advantage in something.  It cannot be relatively worse at everything.  Michael Jordan may be better at every conceivable sport than Bill Clinton, but there must be a sport at which Bill has less of a disadvantage than the others. This holds true with many goods and many countries.US CA is in skilled labor, land, capital 	Aircraft, education, medicine servicesWe import crude oil, textiles, simple manufactures like toys. 
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Other Reasons for Trade

 Increasing Returns to Scale
– Some industries, such as shipbuilding, are only 

efficient at very large scales.  For example, one 
country may specialize at shipbuilding.

 Imperfect Competition
– International trade reduces national monopoly 

power in industries like automobiles, airlines, 
electronics, etc..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only really large shipyard in the world is in S. Korea.  Huge economies of scale.   Commercial airlines require a large scale of productionWe benefit from competition from abroad in cars, airlines, steel, beer.  Remember how the big 3 used to make cars? (No offense.)Other countries benefit from US firms competing in soft drinks, retail (Toys-R-US), beer 
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Who Trades Internationally?

When consumers or firms decide what to 
buy or where to sell, they influence 
international trade.

Governments do some international trade, 
but only as consumers of resources.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International trade is a result of billions of individual decisions every day.  We choose how much to consume and what to consume.  Governments do not.  International trade is not managed (much) in this country or in our biggest trading partners.  
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What is a Trade Deficit?
We run a trade deficit when U.S. exports are less 

than imports. The rest-of-the-world ships us more 
real goods and services than we ship them.

Foreign countries are willing to do this because we 
ship them real or financial assets in return.  This is 
called “dissaving” or borrowing money. 

A trade deficit is an exchange of assets for goods 
and services.  It is borrowing from abroad. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a trade deficit?Not the same as a budget deficit.  Define budget deficit.  There is a connection, but we won’t talk about that today. Deficit => we get more goods than we send abroad.  Why? They get IOUs.  We call this “dissaving” or borrowing. Borrowing from abroad.  It indicates that we aren’t saving enough to cover our investment, we need to borrow the rest from abroad. A trade deficit is matched by a capital surplus, an outflow of real and financial assets. 
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Negatives of Trade 

Higher Unemployment?  
– No.  Trade doesn’t change the unemployment rate. 

Depressing Wages of low-skilled U.S. workers?
– Yes.  Trade permits us to import unskilled labor.

Dislocation?
– Many workers are temporarily (sometimes permanently) 

unemployed by changes in industry structure. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trade negativesDo trade deficits lead to unemployment?  No.  Of course, if we had to produce all the goods that we import, that would create jobs but if we were to magically eliminate the trade deficit, we would also eliminate our capital surplus - we would not sell so many bonds to the Japanese and others.  To get Americans to buy the bonds, bond prices must fall/interest rates must rise.  A rise in interest rates depresses consumer spending and investment until the unemployment rate would be unchanged. What if I were to tell you that the US labor supply were to double in the next 40-50 years?  What would happen to the unemployment rate?Lower wages for unskilled US workers.  When we trade we import the factors of production that are abundant in the rest of the world and export those factors that are abundant in the United States. Dislocations of freeing up trade:  As trade is freed up, people will have to change jobs, some will not find a new job soon or ever. What if I were to tell you that the US working age population would double over the next 40 years?  Would you expect increased unemployment?
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Unemployment & Labor Supply
 Employment is determined by the supply of labor 
in the long run.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supply of labor more than doubles.  Unemployment comes back to its usual rate despite huge changes in the economy.  G, oil prices, immigration, trade.Note cyclical behavior of unemployment.What determines how many oranges are sold?  The amount grown.  Prices adjust.In the same way, if there are more workers than jobs, wages fall until some businesses expand to soak up the labor. Why is unemployment always positive? 	frictional	cyclical	structural (small) Discouraged workers - always had themEurope has high unemployment b/c of restrictions on labor market.  
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Key Points to Remember
Reasons for Trade

– Comparative Advantage

– Increasing Returns to Scale 

– Trade increases competition in the market.

Consumers and firms do most international trade.

A trade deficit is an exchange of assets for goods 
and services.  It is borrowing from abroad.

 International trade does not benefit everyone.  In 
particular, low-skill U.S. workers may lose out.
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Further Reading

 "Pop Internationalism," Paul Krugman, 1996, MIT 
Press, Cambridge, MA.

 "Age of Diminished Expectations," Paul 
Krugman, 1994, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want to read more about the topics we’ll discuss today, here are some refs.   I also included some in your packet. Books are fairly easy.  My students read them and like them. 
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THE END

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See you in the break room. 
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